
Fitness Studio’s that 
can be rented by the 
public

Workshop with class 
rooms for training. Work 
space will contain 3d 
printers, laser cutter and 
CNC router.

Main Creche Space, all 
areas of the creche have 
access to windows and 
light

Outdoor space with in 
the building. 

400 sq.m of Solar Panels on 
a Biosolar Roof

Flexible Facade - the facade design centers around 
flexible design and community engagement. 
One of the first things that would be built onsite 
is a digital fabrication and woodwork workshop. 
Members of the public would be able to add there 
own additions with in the facade frame. That could 
be that be planters, an insect hotel or a habitat for 
bird nesting. 

For the design of this project I took inspiration from the fluidity of nature. I wanted to create a sense of movement and contrast the rigidity of the existing 
building. The heritage building has many beautiful features especially in the external facade design. The concept of my design was to play off this structure and 
create a clear boundary between old and new.  I had three main design incentives: 

1. One central space that connects everything in the existing building. The concept behind this space is that it would act as a visual centre point to the project, a 
gathering space and also somewhere contemplative and separate from the main floor plate.

2. Bringing light and nature into the floor plan by providing courtyards and designing a secondary facade that allows for flexibility and community engagement.

3. Flow through the building by creating a new entrance and a new route through the site that focuses on nature. Both open the project up to new connections 
with the existing context.

ECOLOGY AT THE CENTER EQUITY AND COMMUNITY AT THE CORE

Early Concept Sketches

Second Entrance creating 
connects though  the site

Secure Bike Parking Spaces. 

Recycling Centre with intergrated 
seating.

Green Roof

Timber
 Construction

Chicken Coop, eggs can be 
used by the community and 
the buildings cafe

Shared Pedestrian/ Bike Route 
through the site

Timber Boardwalk on raised 
platfrom.

Performance Space with 
green walls

Timber Construction with 
panelling to reflect the 
exisiting board marked 
Concrete

Board marked concrete 
against timber paneling

Main Entrance

Exisiting 
Concrete

Light filled 
Atrium

Glass Photovoltaic Panels - allowing 
light to pass through and creating 
electricity

Planting to 
Atrium 

New Brick Entrance

Second Level of Creche

Library

Co Working Space

Exisiting 
Facade to be 
retained

 Custom Brick  - I propose to create ar-
tificial man made nesting aids to act as 
breeding opportunities for wild bees and 
other insects in the building envelope. 
These habitats can improve indoor com-
fort and energy efficiency as well as lower 
the risk of mould.

Proposed Brick Colour 
to tie in with exisiting 
facade bricks


